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Bounded law of the iterated logarithm for
discrepancies of permutations of lacunary sequences
By
Katusi Fukuyama and Yusaku Mitsuhata
Abstract
For a sequence fnkg satisfying the Hadamard's gap condition, Philipp proved the bounded
law of the iterated logarithm for discrepancies fnkxg, and gave a concrete upperbound depend-
ing only on a constant in the gap condition. Recently Aistleitner gave much smaller constant
by using martingale approximation. In this note, we give an almost optimal upper bound
constant and prove that this bound is also valid for a permutation of a sequence satisfying the
gap condition.
x 1. Introduction
In this note, we will be concerned with the asymptotic behavior of discrepancies












where e1[a;b)(x) = 1[a;b)(hxi)  (b  a), 1[a;b) denotes the indicator function of [a; b), and
hxi denotes the fractional part of x.
Philipp [11, 12] assumed the Hadamard's gap condition
(1.1) nk+1=nk  q > 1 (k = 1; 2; : : : );
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As Berkes-Philipp-Tichy [5] noted, the above result is permutation invariant, i.e., the
inequalities remain valid if we change the order of fnkg .




















Recently, the exact values of limsup became possible to calculate explicitly. When q is














q   1 a.e.,













and hence it is natural to expect that Aistleitner's upper bound estimate in (1.3) can be
improved to 1=2 +O(1=q). Since Aistleitner used martingale approximation technique,
which is hard to apply to the case when the sequence is permutated, it is not clear if the
same estimate is valid for permutated sequences. We try to contribute to these points.
Now we are in a position to state our theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let fnkg be a sequence of real numbers (not necessarily integers
nor positive) satisfying the gap condition
(1.5) n1 6= 0; jnk+1=nkj  q > 1 (k = 1; 2; : : : ):
Let $ be a permutation on N, i.e., a bijection N ! N. Then for all countable dense
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e1[a;b);d(n$(k)x); a.e. x 2 R:















e1[a;b);d(n$(k)x); a.e. x 2 R:
As a byproduct of the proof of the above Theorem, we can prove the following.





















This upper bound constant equals to 0:9095 : : : when q = 2, and is smaller than













+ o(q 1); (q !1);
as comparered to (1.4), it gives an optimal estimate except for the multiple constant of
1=q term.
We improve the upperbound estimate by thoroughly using the exponential integra-
bility technique which is invented around 1960's and 1970's.
x 2. Exponential integrability
We follow the method of Philipp [11] and Takahashi [13] to give a renement of
exponential integrability results.
Denote the d-th subsum of the Fourier series of e1[a;b) by e1[a;b);d and the d-th Cesaro
sum by Ce1[a;b);d. By ke1[a;b)k1  1, kCe1[a;b);dk1  ke1[a;b)k1, and jbe1[a;b)(j)j  1=2jjj,
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we have





Consequently we have ke1[a;b)   e1[a;b);dk1  3.
We will be concerned with a real valued function f on R satisfying
(2.1)
f(x+ 1) = f(x);
Z 1
0
f(x) dx = 0; kfk22 =
Z 1
0
f2(x) dx  1
4
; kfk1  3;
jcj j  2
j
















8<:1  jj jj  1;0 otherwise;








Clearly  and the Lebesgue measure are mutually absolutely continuous.








cos 2(x+ )(dx) = 0:
The target of this section is to prove the following:
Proposition 2.1. Let fnkg be a sequence of real numbers satisfying (1.5). Sup-
pose that
(2.3) jnkj  1; (k 2 N):
Let f be a function satisfying (2.1). For any 0 <   1 there exists B0  3 depending
only on q and  such that for all integers A  0 and B  B0 with
(2.4) kfk2  B 1=4=4;
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  (1 + 2)C1Rkfk1=42 (2B log logB)1=2
 C2 exp
  (1 + )kfk 1=22 R log logB+ C3R 2B 7=8:
Here constants are given by
C21 = 1 +
4p








If f is a trigonometric polynomial satisfying (2.1) with degree d, for any 0 <   1 there
exists B1  3 depending only on q,  and d such that for all integers A  0 and B  B1






  (1 + )C1p2kfk1=22 (2B log logB)1=2

 C2 exp
  (1 + ) log logB:
To prove the above proposition, it is enough to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For any 0 <   1 and q > 1, there exists an integer N0  3
depending only on  and q satisfying the following properties. If f satises (2.1), N 
N0 satises kfk2  N 1=4=4, and a set of real numbers fn1; : : : ; nNg satises







  (1 + 2)C1Rkfk1=42 (2N log logN)1=2
 C2 exp
  (1 + )kfk 1=22 R log logN+ C3R 2N 7=8
holds.
For any 0 <   1, q > 1, and d 2 N, there exists an integer N1  3 depending only
on q,  and d such that for any trigonometric polynomial f satisfying (2.1) with degree
d, for any N  N1 with kfk2  N 1=4=4, and for any set of real numbers fn1; : : : ; nNg






  (1 + )C1p2kfk1=22 (2N log logN)1=2

 C2 exp
  (1 + ) log logN:
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First we derive Proposition 2.1 from Lemma 2.2. Suppose that we are given a
sequence fnkg of real numbers satisfying (1.5) and (2.3). Take 0 <   1 arbitrarily
and take N0 given in the lemma and denote it by B0. Take a function f with (2.1), a
permutation $ on N, and A  0 arbitrarily. Assume that B  B0 and kfk2  B 1=4=4







and a set fnj j j 2 $(fA+ 1; : : : ; A+Bg)g satises (2.7) with given q. Hence we have
(2.8) for
PA+B
k=A+1 f(n$(k)x), which is identical with (2.5). The proof of (2.6) can be
done in the same way from (2.9).
Now we prove Lemma 2.2. Denote the d-th subsum of the Fourier series of f by
fd. We prepare two lemmas.










; (N 2 N):
Proof. We prove by assuming that f is a trigonometric polynomial. The general


























 jink + &jnlj < 1=:
We have jnlj  jnkj  1, and hence at least one of jink+jnlj < 1= and jink jnlj < 1=
is false. Since we have
ijnkj   jjnlj  ink + &jnl, the condition ink + &jnl < 1=
implies






 jink + &jnlj < 1= X
j>d
jc[jjnl=nkj]cj j:
By jcj j  1=j and [jjnl=nkj]  jjnl=nkj   1=2  jjnl=nkj=2  jql k=2, we haveX
j>d








By taking summation for k  l  N , we have the conclusion.
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Take 0 <   1 arbitrarily and put 1   = 1=p1 + . Clearly we have 0 <  < 1.
There exists an x > 0 such that




x2; (jxj  x):
Take H 2 N large enough to satisfy









































for w = 0, 1. By assumption we have jaUmj  3Hjaj < 3=H1=2  x and hence


















2(nlr + &njs)x+ r + &s

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a2(U2m  Wm   Vm) + aUm
belong to [jnHmj; 2jnH(m+2)j=3 ].
The frequencies of Um are written as nlr where Hm + 1  l  H(m + 1) and
1  r  H6, and hence we have
jnHmj  jnHmj  jnlrj  H6jnH(m+1)j  H6q H jnH(m+2)j  jnH(m+2)j=3:




j are written as nl(r+ &s) where Hm+1 
l  H(m+ 1), r + &s 6= 0, 1  r, s  H6, and & = 1, and hence we have
jnHmj  jnHmj  jnl(r + &s)j  2H6jnH(m+1)j  2jnH(m+2)j=3:



















2(nlr + &njs)x+ r + &s

:
Hence the frequencies nlr + &njs appearing here obey the following estimate.
jnHmj  jnlr + &njsj  2H6jnH(m+1)j  2jnH(m+2)j=3:
Take 0 < m1 < m2 <    < mt arbitrarily. Expand W42mi w into trigonometric
polynomial and denote a term by cos 2(ix +  i). By jnH(2m w)=nH(2(m 1) w)j 
q2H > 9=2 > 9, we have
jt  t 1      1j  jtj   jt 1j        j1j
 jnH(2mt w)j   (2=3)(jnH(2mt 1 w+2)j+ jnH(2mt 2 w+2)j+    )
 jnH(2mt w)j   (2=3)jnH(2mt w)j(1 + (1=9) + (1=9)2 +    ) = jnH(2mt w)j=4
 jnH j=4  qH 1jn1j=4  3q 1H6=4  3=4  1=:




cos 2(ix+  i)(dx) = 0
and thereby we obtain the multiple orthogonalityZ
R
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Let us consider Wm. In the denition of Wm, for given l, j, r, s, the inequality
jnlr+ &njsj < jnHmj can be valid at most one of the cases among & = +1 and & =  1,
since jnjsj  jnj j > jnHmj. Since jnlr + &njsj < jnHmj implies jr   sjnj=nljj < , for






















































On the other hand, by












a2(Wm + Vm) +W
4
m
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which completes the proof.
Now we prove the rst half of Lemma 2.2. Note that we are assuming kfk2 
N 1=4=4.
Take suciently large N0 such that for all N  N0,
C 11 8N
 1=16(log logN)1=2 < 1
holds and H = [N1=6 ] satises (2.10). Put





































3(q   1) +p3p










 kfk 3=22 2N 1 log logN)1=2  C 11 (16N 5=8 log logN)1=2:
We can verify the condition in Lemma 2.4 by 2jajH3=2  C 11 8N 1=16(log logN)1=2 < 1.






























  2HakfH6k1  6Ha  24C 11 N 7=48(log logN)1=2
 24N 7=48(log logN)1=2  log(C2=2)
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a2kfk2N =  (1 + )kfk 1=22 (2R  1) log logN
  (1 + )kfk 1=22 R log logN;
we see that the rst term is bounded by C2 exp

 (1+ )kfk 1=22 R log logN

. Combin-
ing these estimates, we complete the proof of the rst half of Lemma 2.2.
Let us proceed to the proof of the last half of Lemma 2.2. Let f be a trigonometric
polynomial with degree d. For arbitrary 0 <   1 put  by 1   = 1=p1 + =3. Take
K satisfying
qK  6d=; qK  1=:
Take H suciently large to satisfy





























Let us assume jajH3=2  1 and jajH3=2  1 + 6=. By (2.15) we have ja Umj 
3Hjaj  3=H1=2  x=3 and ja Umj  3Kjaj  3K(1+6=)=H3=2  3(=6)=H1=2  x=3.
Hence




















































we decompose U2m and U
2






























+ Wm(x) + Vm:
We can prove in the same way as before that absolute values of frequencies of trigono-





a2( U2m   Wm   Vm) + a Um





a2( U2m   Wm   Vm) + a Um
belong to [ jnHm+1j; 2djnHm+K j ].
We prove the multiple orthogonality of W4m1 , . . . , W
4
mt for 0  m1 < m2 <    <
mt, and that of W
4
m1 , . . . ,
W4mt for 1  m1 < m2 <    < mt.
Expand W4mi into trigonometric polynomial and denote a term by cos 2(ix+ i).
By jnHm+K+1=nHmj  qK+1 > 6d= and jnH(m+1)=nHmj  qH  3, we have
jt  t 1      1j  jnHmt+K+1j   2d(jnH(mt 1+1)j+ jnH(mt 2+1)j+    )
 jnHmt+K+1j   2d(jnHmt j+ jnH(mt 1)j+    )
 jnHmt+K+1j   2djnHmt j(1 + 1=3 + 1=32 +    )
 jnHmt+K+1j=2  jnK+1j=2  qK =2  1=2  1=:
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Hence we can prove multiple orthogonality in the same way as before.
Expand W4mi into trigonometric polynomial and denote a term by cos 2(ix+ i).
Because 7K  K(6= + 1)  H, we have H  K + 1  K and jnHm+1=nH(m 1)+K j 
qH K+1 > qK  6d=. By jnH(m+1)+K=nHm+K j  qH  3, we have
jt  t 1      1j  jnHmt+1j   2d(jnHmt 1+K j+ jnHmt 2+K j+    )
 jnHmt+1j   2d(jnH(mt 1)+K j+ jnH(mt 2)+K j+    )
 jnHmt+1j   2djnH(mt 1)+K j(1 + 1=3 + 1=32 +    )
 jnHmt+1j=2  jnH+1j=2  qH =2  qK =2  1=2:
Hence we can complete the proof of multiple orthogonality.


















1 + =3kfk2K 1
2
:




































Put  = 1+=6 and  = 1+6=. By noting 1+
1


































By putting a = a and a = a, we can verify by 2jajH3=2  1 that jajH3=2  =2  1
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Let N1 be suciently large such that C
 1
1 8N
 1=8(log logN)1=2  1 holds and




2kfk 1=22 (2N 1 log logN)1=2
and take P such that HP < N  H(P + 1). By noting HP < HP +K  H(P + 1)









  3a(K +H)  6aH
 24C 11 N 5=24(log logN)1=2  24N 5=24(log logN)1=2  log(C2=2):
Since we have 2aH3=2  C 11 8N 1=8(log logN)1=2  1, the condition for (2.16) is



















































 (1 + ) log logN

:
x 3. Exchange of sup and limsup
By following and modifying the method presented in [7, 9], Erd}os-Gal [6], Gal-Gal
[10], and Philipp [11], we prove the fundamental result for the exchange of order of sup
and limsup appearing in the investigation of the asymptotics of discrepancies.
Although it is proved originally for lacunary series on the probability space [ 0; 1 ]
equipped with the Borel eld and the Lebesgue measure, we formulate it as a result on
an abstract probability space. It makes it possible to apply the result for lacunary series
on the probability space (R;B; ), which is convenient when we consider non-integer
sequences.
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Proposition 3.1. Suppose that a sequence fkg of random variables satises the






  C1Rkfk1=42 (2B log logB)1=2
 C2 exp





holds for any function f satisfying (2.1), for any R  1, for any integer A  0, and for
any B  B0 with
(3.2) kfk2  B 1=4=4:














































Suppose that f   fd satises (2.1) for all d 2 N, where fd is the d-th sub-sum of the



























where Nu = f2n +m2n u j n  u; 0  m < 2ug.
Let us x L 2 N arbitrarily and take arbitrary I = 0, . . . , 2L   1.
For h  L and "(L+ 1), . . . , "(h) 2 f0; 1g, we denote by "(L+1);:::;"(h)(x) the
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e'"(L+1);:::;"(h)(k(!)); (' = ; ):
For n 2 N, h  L, l  n, m < 2n l, "(L+ 1), . . . , "(h) 2 f0; 1g, ' = , , denote
 (N) = C1(2N log logN)
1=2;
G';"(L+1);:::;"(h)(n) = fF';"(L+1);:::;"(h)(0; 2n)  2 h=8 (2n)g;
H';"(L+1);:::;"(h)(n; l;m) = fF';"(L+1);:::;"(h)(2n +m2l; 2l 1)  2 h=82(l n 2)=9 (2n)g:
We introduce the notation HB = [B=2 ].
Lemma 3.2. For almost every !, there exists an n0 2 N satisfying the following:
1. For all n  n0, h 2 [L; n=2 ], ("(L+ 1); : : : ; "(h)) 2 f0; 1gh L, and ' 2 f; g, it
holds that ! =2 G';"(L+1);:::;"(h)(n);
2. For all n  n0, l 2 [n=2; n ], h 2 [L; l=2 ], m 2 [ 0; 2n l), ("(L+ 1); : : : ; "(h)) 2
f0; 1gh L, and ' 2 f; g, it holds that ! =2 H';"(L+1);:::;"(h)(n; l;m).





























By assuming h = L+ 1, . . . , Hn, we apply (3.1) with A = 0, B = 2





 P  F';"(L+1);:::;"(h)(0; 2n)  C1k"(L+ 1); : : : ; "(h)k1=42 (2  2n log log 2n)1=2
 C2 exp
  2k"(L+ 1); : : : ; "(h)k 1=22 log log 2n+ C32 3n=4
 C2 exp
  2  2h=4 log log 2n+ C32 3n=4:
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Here the condition (3.2) is veried by ke'"(L+1);:::;"(h)k22 = 2 h 2 2h  2 h 1  pB=2.












































 C1ke'"(L+1);:::;"(h)k1=42 27(n l)=18(2  2l 1 log log 2l 1)1=2

;
we apply the estimate (3.1) by putting A = 2n +m2l, B = 2l 1, R = 27(n l)=18. Here
we can verify the condition (3.2) by h  Hl and ke'"(L+1);:::;"(h)k22  2 h 1  2 l=2 1 p






  2  2h=427(n l)=18 log log 2l 1+ C327(l n)=92 3(l 1)=4:
By  2  2h=427(n l)=18   4=3   2h=4=3   27(n l)=18=3 and l   1  n=2   2  2, the
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e1[I2 L;I2 L+a)(k)  C129 L=8; a.s.
Assume n  n0 and take N satisfying 2n  N < 2n+1. We express N by N =






we have the subadditivity (A;B)  (A;B0) + (A + B0; B   B0) (B0 < B). By
putting ml2
l = bn 12n 1 +   + bl2l (note that mn = 0), we have
(0; N)  (0; 2n) +
nX
l=Hn+1
(2n + bn 12n 1 +   + bl2l; bl 12l 1
+(2n + bn 12n 1 +   + bHn2Hn ; bHn 12Hn 1 +   + b0)
 (0; 2n) +
nX
l=Hn+1
(2n + 2lml; 2
l 1) + 2Hn :



















 e1[2 LI;2 LI+a)(x) < HlX
h=L+1
e"(L+1);:::;"(h)(x) + e"(L+1);:::;"(Hl)(x) + 2 Hl :
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By substituting x by k and summing for 2
n + 2lml < k  2n + 2lml + 2l 1, we have







n + 2lml; 2
l 1) + 2l=2;


























2 h=82(l n 2)=9 (2n) + 2n=2










































































For each I 00 = 0, . . . , 2 L   1, we take s(I 00) 2 S \ [ 2 LI 00; 2 L(I 00 + 1)). For
arbitrary 0  a0 < a < 1, we take integers I 0 and I < 2 L such that 2 LI 0  a0 <
2 L(I 0 + 1) and 2 LI  a < 2 L(I + 1). We can easily verify
1[a0;a) =  1[2 LI0;a0) + 1[2 LI0;s(I0)) + 1[s(I0);s(I))   1[2 LI;s(I)) + 1[2 LI;a);
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By letting L!1, we complete the proof of this part. The second part can be proved
in the same way.
Secondly we prove (3.4). It is enough to prove the next lemma.








  C4kfk1=42 ; a.s.,
where C4 depends only on C1.






   NX
k=1
fd(k)



























+ C4kf   fdk1=42 :
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We have (3.4) by letting d!1.
We prove (3.11) by assuming kfk2 > 0, since everything is trivial when kfk2 = 0







G(n) = f(0; 2n)  kfk1=42  (2n)g
H(n; l;m) = f(2n +m2l; 2l 1)  2(l n)=9kfk1=42  (2n)g;













Actually, by applying (3.1) for R = 1, A = 0, and B = 2n, we have
P (G(n))  C2 exp( 2kfk 1=22 log log 2n) + C32 3n=4  C2n 2 + C32 3n=4;
and we see that it is summable in n. Here (3.2) can be veried by n  n and kfk2 
2 n=8=2  2 n=4=4.
By applying (3.1) for R = 2(l n)=92(n l)=2+1=2 =
p
2 27(n l)=18 and B = 2l 1, we
have





















 4  27(n l)=18 log log 2l

 (l   1) 427(n l)=18  (n=2  1) 427(n l)=18  (n=2  1) 32 27(n l)=18 ;
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After applying the rst Borel-Cantelli lemma, we discuss in the same way as before.
Let n  n0 and take N satisfying 2n  N < 2n+1. Expand N into N = 2n+bn 12n 1+
  + b12 + b0 (bj = 0, 1), and set ml by ml2l = bn 12n 1 +   + bl2l. We can prove



















2  (N) +
p
N:
Lastly we prove (3.5). For xed u, and for n satisfying n=2  u, by using the same
notation as the last proof and putting N , n, ml in the same way, we have
(0; N)  (0; 2n +mn u2n u) + (2n +mn u2n u; N   (2n +mn u2n u))


































and by letting u ! 1, we have the `' part of (3.5). Since the `' part is trivial, the
proof is over.
x 4. Proof of the Main Theorem
Put k(x) = n$(k)x. We prove by assuming jn1j  1. The general case follows
trivially, because there are at most nitely many k such that jnkj < 1. By applying
Proposition 2.1 for  = 1, we can verify the condition (3.1). Hence we can apply
Proposition 3.1 and have the conclusion of Theorem 1.1.
x 5. Hadamard gap sequences
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  4 limN!1 NDN (n$(k))xp2N log logN a.e.
Here the left side equality is due to the law of the iterated logarithm for a permutation








e1[a;b);d(n$(k)x)  (1 + )C1p2ke1[a;b);dk1=22 ; a.e.







e1[a;b);d(n$(k)x)  (1 + )C1p2ke1[a;b);dk1=22  (1 + )C12 ; a.e.







e1[a;b);d(n$(k)x)  C12 ; a.e.
Therefore, by applying (1.7) and (1.6) in turn, we have the upper bound estimate part
of Corollary 1.2.
The proof of (5.2) can be done in the following way. By Proposition 2.1 and the




e1[a;b);d(n$(k)x)  (1 + )C1p2ke1[a;b);dk1=22 (2N log logN)1=2

 C2 exp( (1 + ) log logN):













exp( (1 + ) log log(2n +m2n u))  C22u
1X
n=u
exp( (1 + ) log log 2n)
<1:
Finally, we mention the following lemma, which may be convenient in some situa-
tion. It can be derived from Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 3.3.
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Lemma 5.1. For any fnkg satisfying (1.5), for any f satisfying (2.1), and for








  Ckfk1=42 ; a.e.,
where C depends only on q.
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